I. INTRODUCTION
Space-time codes combining forward error correction coding and antenna diversity have attracted great attention since Foschini and Gans showed a remarkable increase in capacity by using multiple transmit and receive antennas [1] . Tarokh et al. [2] proposed the design criteria for space-time codes for flat Rayleigh fading channels. In conventional error-correction coding for single-antenna communication systems, the concatenations of two convolutional codes with an interleaver in between, known as "turbo codes," provide a significant coding gain [3] . Recently, several concatenation schemes have also been proposed for multiple-antenna systems [4] - [6] . A serial concatenation proposed by Lin and Blum [4] employed a space-time code as the outer code and multiple recursive convolutional codes as the inner code. They used a separate decoding scheme for each multiple inner code, whereas Yim et al. [6] used a decoding scheme which jointly decodes all the simultaneous output symbols from the inner encoders. No direct performance comparison has been made between the two decoding schemes. Further, joint decoding may be too complex to implement despite its possibility of better performance.
In this work, we propose a new encoding/decoding structure for the serial concatenation of space-time and recursive systematic convolutional (RSC) codes. A single RSC code is employed as the inner code, which produces all symbols to be transmitted simultaneously over multiple transmit antennas. Simulations for two transmit and one receive antennas in a quasi-static, flat Rayleigh fading channel show that the new scheme gives significantly better performance than the original multiple coding/separate decoding scheme [4] . As compared with joint decoding [6] , the new scheme proposed in this paper achieves slightly better performance, while maintaining a lower complexity.
II. ENCODER/DECODER STRUCTURE
The model communication system considered here has n transmit and m receive antennas. In the encoding/decoding structure suggested by Lin and Blum [4] , the space-time trellis code proposed in [2] is taken to be the outer code and recursive convolutional codes to be the inner code. The analysis of serially concatenated convolutional codes shows that the inner code should be a recursive convolutional code with a large effective free distance and the outer code should be nonrecursive with a large free distance [10] . The data is first encoded by the outer encoder, which produces n output streams. The output streams are interleaved, further encoded by the inner encoders independently, and then fed into the modulator. In the modulator, the output symbol streams from the inner encoders are separately mapped onto constellation points for transmission over different transmit antennas. At each time k, the output of the modulator is a signal ) , , ( The three concatenation schemes use the iterative decoding technique. The inner (outer) soft-input soft-output (SISO) maximum a posteriori (MAP) decoder updates the MAP probabilities of the input (output) symbols of the inner (outer) code. The three schemes use different algorithms in the inner SISO MAP decoder.
Multiple Encoding and Separate Decoding
Lin and Blum used an inner SISO MAP decoder consisting of n inner decoders, in which each inner decoder computes the a priori probabilities of the input symbols of the individual inner encoders using SISO algorithms [4] . Here we apply the original BCJR algorithm as formulated in [7] . Each inner code has its own trellis structure, contains no parallel transitions, and produces symbols independently of the other encoders. In each inner decoder, the branch measures for state transitions of the corresponding inner code are calculated. Assuming that k i d is the input to inner encoder i at time k, the branch measure ) (
s at time k in inner encoder i is calculated as follows.
To exploit the modulator output directly, we can use
where the summation is taken over all possible configurations
, , 2 1 are assumed to be independent of each other and
is decomposed as follows. 
In (3), each inner decoder requires as input the probability distribution of the output symbols from all the other encoders, which are taken to be equally probable over signal constellation points. In the multi-encoding/separate-decoding method of [4] , because all the output symbols from the inner encoders are mixed by simultaneous transmission over multiple antennas, the above decomposition and summation process is required to compute the branch measures for each inner decoder.
Multiple Encoding and Joint Decoding
In the joint decoding scheme, the n separate encoders are treated as a whole and the inner SISO MAP decoder is a single decoder, which incorporates all the n input/output independent symbols into a single trellis structure. This decoder structure does not require the probability distribution of the individual output symbols from the encoders and thus is expected to give a better decoding performance than the separate decoding structure. In the joint decoding scheme, the inner encoders are treated as independent elements of a larger single encoder. Decoding is done for all possible combinations of symbols from the n inner encoders. The state of the combined encoder at time k, respectively. Now, the branch measure for the combined encoder is given as the following form using the demodulator output of (4):
The disadvantage of the joint decoding is that the number of trellis states of the combined encoder is given by the product of the numbers of the individual inner encoder states, easily leading to an excessively large number of trellis states.
Proposed Scheme: Single Encoding and Decoding
The new encoding and decoding schemes are shown in Fig.  1(a) and 1(b) , respectively. The characteristic feature of the proposed encoding/decoding scheme is that only one RSC encoder is used as the inner encoder, which simplifies the decoding process without sacrificing performance as will be shown later. The data encoded by the outer code is interleaved and put into a parallel-to-serial converter. The output stream of the converter is encoded further by the inner encoder and then it is fed into a serial-to-parallel converter. In our scheme, the output symbols of the inner encoder that are produced by inputting the symbols from a particular output stream of the space-time encoder are all directed to the same transmit antenna. Once the code rate of the inner code is chosen, such one-to-one correspondence between the output streams of the space-time encoder and the transmit antennas can be maintained by properly choosing the units of the parallel-to-serial and the serial-toparallel conversion. For example, if the code rate of the inner code is p/q, where p and q are integers with no common divisors, the units of the parallel-to-serial and the serial-to-parallel conversion are taken to be p and q bits, respectively. Our simulations indicate that the full diversity order of the space-time code is preserved under this constraint, as found by comparing the slopes of FER versus SNR curves (Fig. 2) . However, in general cases with other encoders and different numbers of antennas, this mapping constraint alone may not be enough to maintain the full diversity order of the outer space-time code.
The advantage of the use of a single inner encoder lies in its simplicity in decoding compared with the joint decoding scheme. Here the decoding complexity is compared between the multiple encoding/joint decoding and the single encoding/decoding schemes. Assume that we use a rate 1/2, binary RSC encoder as the inner encoder and QPSK modulation. In our scheme, for combined decoding of n input bits to the inner encoder, we construct a new trellis diagram that outputs n QPSK symbols each transition based on the trellis diagram of the RSC encoder. The n consecutive sections of the original trellis diagram for the RSC code are folded into one effective section to produce n consecutive output symbols per state transition. The folding of the trellis section does not change the number of trellis states; the number of transition branches per state, however, increases to 2 n . Thus, the total number of transition branches in the code is given by (the number of trellis states in the RSC code) × 2 n . In comparison, in the multiple encoding/joint decoding scheme with the same RSC code, the number of trellis states of the combined code is being the consecutive input and output symbols of the single encoder, respectively, which makes it possible to directly use the demodulator output of (4) without the additional decomposition and summation process required in the multiple encoding/separate decoding scheme [4] .
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
We compare the performance of the three serially concatenated space-time codes under a quasi-static, flat-fading channel environment. The 4-state space-time trellis code in [2] is taken as the outer code and a rate 1/2, 4-state RSC code as the inner code. The RSC code has the constraint length 3 and the feedforward and feedback generating polynomials are given by (5, 3) in octal. For iterative SISO MAP decoding, the BCJR algorithm reformulated in log domain [8] is used. The simulation is performed for two transmit and one receive antennas with QPSK modulation. The corresponding spectral efficiency is 1 bps/Hz. The frame length is set at 240 bits. A perfect knowledge of the channel is assumed at the receiver. Figure 2 shows the FER performances of the three encoding/decoding schemes. The single encoding/decoding scheme reveals far better performance than the original serial concatenation employing the multiple inner encoders and decoders. Its performance is even slightly better than the most complex joint decoding scheme.
In both the multiple encoding/joint decoding and the single encoding/decoding methods, independence between the interleaved output symbols of the space-time encoders 
